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Continuing to provide
www.plattesports.com

Continuing to host the
Youth Sports Fest

Offering training
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Offering training
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Very Beneficial

Beneficial
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Very Little Benefit

Not Beneficial

What Platte County 
Sports Commission 

programs or 
services would 

benefit your 
organization most 

over the next 
twelve months? 
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Coaching best
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resources, and
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and being a
positive role

model
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Board member
orientation and
leading effective

organizations

Sports facility and
turf grass

maintenance

Very Interested

Interested

Somewhat Interested

Very Little Interest

Not Interested

How interested would 
your organization be in 

sending parents, 
coaches, and/or 

officials to training 
classes on the 

following topics?   



Not sure right now

Creating a database for mass emailing

Increasing the number of outdoor soccer fields in PC.

Acquiring land/field space for programs that either an organization could lease or rent 
yearly including indoor turf space

Connecting with local sports organization and communicating their efforts to your 
community. Perhaps hosting clinics coached by these organizations to introduce these 
organizations to your community. If the sports commission can act as the main line of 
communication to the public they can help the local groups be successful instead of 
competing against the organizations. Like KC Sports Commission does with their free 
sports clinic series.

Finding more fields for soccer practice and perhaps helping WMSL to upgrade their 
facility

Please list other objectives that you feel the PCSC should focus on in the next 
twelve months

Resources for parents on all programs in the County. Promote sportsmanship and 
fundamental of the sport and the important of education for student athlete.
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